Arm IP Explorer is a valuable accompaniment to Arm Total Access. It helps you discover which IP best fits your needs.

- Compare IP and CPU performance
- Discover Arm IP that meets your requirements
- Improve performance for custom workloads
- Create system-on-chip (SoC) block diagrams
- Connect with design partners for SoC design
- Collaborate with stakeholders on shared projects

An Arm Total Access subscription unlocks access to Arm products and services that can help you achieve design genius.

Enabling Design Genius

- Created and delivered by experienced Arm engineers, training options provide the knowledge required to be successful in your area of expertise.

- Customized Live Training
  - Designed to meet your specific needs and delivered by experienced Arm engineers and developers.
  - Courses cover all Arm-related topics for engineers and developers.

- Unlimited On-Demand Online Training
  - Short, bite-sized videos cover a wide range of Arm-based topics created by Arm engineers and instructional designers.

Find out if your company has an Arm Total Access subscription or let us know your interest in becoming a subscriber by completing this form. If you are identified as a subscriber, we will email you with instructions on how to get started. If your company does not already subscribe, an Arm representative will be in contact with you.